Dear Parents

Well, Starstruck has come and gone for another year. The Year 4 students were sensational, the Choir was great and a number of ex WSPS featured. Well done to everyone involved including the parents who transported and the teachers who gave up much of their own time to enable this to happen. It was fantastic. We plan to hold our postponed Athletic Carnival at Federal Park on Tuesday June 24. Let’s hope the weather is a little more favourable and we have another great day. The spelling test for our Spellathon takes place this Wednesday. We ask children to collect their sponsorship as soon as possible and bring it to school. The P&C will be at school to collect the children’s money each morning. Please try to make the lecture on Tuesday night by Professor Lovat. He is talking about the Values Framework for schools and Academic Achievement. See you at 6.00pm. For those who wish to stay on, P&C is at 7.00pm.

Today in assembly we continued our talk about responsibility and acknowledged Refugee Week. Have a great week,

Ian Hamilton

Canteen

Tuesday
Carmel Stormer  Sandra Dart

Wednesday
Kirrily McMurtrie  Joanne Spratt  Jamie Matthews

Thursday
Vicki Odgers  Dianne Burns  Wendy Wade

Friday
Melissa Dimovski  Danielle Harvey  Leanne Sendjirdjian  Kylie Britliffe

Monday
Sally Ellenor
Welcome to our Prac Students
Today we welcome a number of fresh young teachers to WSPS as part of their training. They are:
• Melissa Kelly 2A with Mrs Lennard
• Amery Reedman 2L with Mrs Leary
• Katie Kelly 4 /5 S with Mrs Smart
• Jacob Springfield 5D with Miss Diehl
• Cheree Thurlow 3M with Mrs Moloney

Jack’s Quirky Corner
Dick Turpin was a vile villain. It is a myth that Dick Turpin was a lone highway man. Turpin was a member of the Essex gang and together they invaded farmhouses, callously robbing their victims. Towards the end of his criminal career he was involved in a highway robbery. Eventually, Turpin was captured and he was hung on 7 April 1739 at York England.

Where’s Wallsy
Wallsy and Kirra Sansom of KM had an extremely educational trip through Western Victoria. Wallsy and Kirra had their picture taken at Werribee Zoo! They even travelled on a paddle steamer on the Murray.
How he does it, I don’t know, but Wallsy has also been spotted in Bali with the Porters. One little person loved Wallsy so much that he has taken him to parts unknown and he is yet to return. Will we ever see Wallsy again?

School Banking
This week is the last week for banking for Term 2. If you have redeemed some rewards then these will be given out to you on Wednesday last week of term during lunch. A note will be issued to you letting you know it is ready for pickup. There have been a lot of students who have tried to redeem prizes however the computer system does not allow us to order for you if you have not banked 10 times. We are holding the coupons until their name comes up for redeeming. I know this is a bit confusing however it is a new system that the CBA is using and there are a few admin procedures that we still need to amend. We thank you for your patience. Over the past few weeks the amount of deposits per week and the total amount of dollars banked has been outstanding! Today at assembly we were awarded our new gazebo that WSPS won in term 1. This is an outstanding achievement!!

Congratulations
This week to Kobey Pitkin and Finn Kingston, who at the weekend, qualified for State Gymnastics Level 1 and Level 5 respectively. Well done boys!

Professor Lovat Lecture
Don’t forget tomorrow night at 6.00pm in the school hall. Everyone is welcome. The theme of the talk is Academic Achievement in a Values Framework.
THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS*
BOOK YOUR NEXT HOLIDAY AND HELP SUPPORT OUR SCHOOL
GET OFF THE BEATEN TRACK AND GIVE THE KIDS AN EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME

Are you looking at travelling to a unique part of the world but not sure about taking the family? Well now you can with specialist family group tours available in many countries including Vietnam, Cambodia, Borneo, Thailand, South Africa, Nepal, Peru, Alaska, Canada and more.

SAVE ON SMALL FAMILY GROUP ADVENTURES…
KIDS CRUISE FREE ON HALONG BAY*
20% DISCOUNT ON FAMILY TOURS WITH G ADVENTURES*

Book by 30th June 2014
Travel by 15th Dec 2014

*Conditions apply. Please contact me for details.

PAMELA BAAS
Phone: 0407 131 843 or 4955 0386
pamelab@travelmanagers.com.au
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